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NETHERBLU pursues an encompassing
conception of design: with our core
compentence in interior architecture and
industrial design, we understand
designing interdisciplinarily. Space and
objects are incorporated in their
surroundings, that man senses as an
integral whole. They invariably require
communication and intiate behaviour.
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For each new work we frame a
corresponding strategy and form teams of
experts of different disciplines, which
integrate space and objects as an evident,
functional, communicative, artistical, and
techniqually high class unity in alternation
of experimental and structural approach.
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In 1992 Jeanette Faust and Ulrich Nether
founded Netherblu gestalt crossover in
Düsseldorf. The office frames in two
complemental focuses exeedingly, high
quality rooms on the one hand and
furniture and products concerning spatial
designing for series production on the
other.
Jeanette Faust studied social pedagogy and
interior architecture. Since her diploma in
1990, she is freelance interior architect and
proprietor of Netherblu. Her artistic and
experimental working practice invariably
creates new ways of spatial and furniture
designing. She is an expert on materials
and innovative atmospheric concepts.
Ulrich Nether worked for three years for
Karsten Krebs in Hannover after diploma.
There he was in charge of the construction
of the pavilion of the European Community
at Expo'92 in Sevilla and concurrently for
the design of a light switch programme.

The strain between the 50 m high
architectural construction and the decisions
in the decimillimeter reach, likewise the
comparability of the strategies affected his
position towards design and now are
integral parts of Netherblu.
Ulrich Nether worked with Hadi Teherani
and Hans-Ullrich Bitsch in industrial design
for serveral years. The conceptions were
awarded with national and international
prizes, among these the Deutscher
Designpreis 2004. Ulrich Nether is
professor for industrial design and
ergonomics at the Detmolder Schule für
Architektur und Innenarchitektur of the
University of Applied Sciences
Ostwestfalen-Lippe; he gives lectures all
over the word. As speaker of the research
location PerceptionLab he analyses the
perception and effects of space, objects and
medial surroundings.
Netherblu works task-dependent with
partners or external, longstandingly
associated experts on archtitecture, interior
architecture, design, media, art, technique,
medicine, science and humane discipline.
Likewise task-dependent we select the
conception tools, from the hand drawing to
the animated CAD-film, from paper model
to prototyping.
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Interior Architecture

For each project Netherblu elaborates a
strategy, from which the space burgeons
from concept to the very detail of the
realisation. All strategies found on five
demands for the design of space:
1. Integrated spaces
Space is invariably integrated in its
surroundings, which man experiences
unitarily.
We design space as a integrated whole,
interconnect interior architecture and
industrial design – as our core competences
– with architecture, urban space, grafics,
art and communication.
2. Possibility spaces
Each space evokes sensitivities and
behaviour.
We design rooms, in which men can find
and burgeon themselves. The rooms
innervate communication and interaction.

3. Experience spaces
The room is and affects sustainably, when it
can be experienced.
We create spaces, which deliberatly are
designed experienceable and remain a
certain atmosphere. They demand for
sensation.
4. Cultural spaces
Space is an expression of a time specific
cultural understanding.
We emphazise advanced architectual
designing, which is so relevant that it
inspires and stimulates the user; equally
we accentuate the fundamental implicitness
of the integration of culure and nature.
5. Conception spaces
A room lives and affects characteristically, if
it has a content-related basis.
We base our spatial design on a specific
conceptuation, which offers a
comprehensible structure from the integral
whole to the very detail. It has the reach to
give the room a unique occurance.

Sparkasse Bremen
Flagship Store

Communication and orientation in space as
a strategy:
The head office of the savings bank, their
"flagship-store", was to have a variety of
rooms joined together within the old and
new substance. The interior form of the
banking hall, which stems from three eras,
was thus developed as an autonomous
area, as a "light-room". Variable light, from
functional lighting to the media projections,
served primarily to develop the stated
requirements throughout the bank. The
essential "material that defines the interior
design as space, which manages to shape
moving and peaceful areas, atmospheres
and colours.

As a medium of communication, it allows
orientation and spontaneously changeable
messages, and it conveys the company´s
identitiy: the light, transparent "virtually"
conveys openness and a view to the future.
A cumstomer centre was to promote the
communication from person to person.
There, where meetings occur, the light and
"earthly" quality of the space is tangible,
and brought across by the materials which
have been used: wood, leather, wool, warm
colours. As the functions become less public
and more initimate, the tangibility of the
spatial qualites increases. The interior
design of the savings bank in Bremen is the
result of function, and movement in space,
a kind of self-declaring spatial pathfinder.

Kiton
Shopdesign
Königsallee Düsseldorf

Handle disadvantages as a strategy
Kiton depicts itself and occurs as one of the
worldwide most high class brands, in
particular for menswear; from Neapel it
cultivates the perfected craftsmanship of
tailoring. The shops are situated in superb
locations of selected metropolises. They
attend upper class customers, which often
patronize and appreciate the value of the
quality and the service. Therefore the
attitude and application options are not
implemented in a formal designing
principle, but the location requires an
individually framed design content.

The L-shaped floor plan inspired the
conception in Düsseldorf: The curved lines
may demonstrate the passing promenador
that the store is more spacious as it seems
to be. Kiton's identity not only founds on
the elegant outline, but materials and
manufacturing serve the requirements:
naturals stone, orange leather, stainless
steel textures with precious details.

Villa Grunewald
Representation Floor
Berlin

The planning process as a strategy
In the Beletage of a classical villa was to be
created a highly representative surrounding
area for a private bank. To reinterpret and
modernize the favoured classical high-class
atmosphere, an experimental way of
designing was selected: in cooperation with
the artist Regine Schumann spacial art
arised, irrespecitve of any functions.

Accordingly these were integrated into the
spatial art installations. Therefore the
rooms remained artificial, broadminded and
freely, especially in the context of the given
architecture and the obligations towards
the client. Detailed instrallations of objects,
light, material, colour and surface
alternating between art and use provide an
extraordinary atmosphere.

KWR 23
Private Spa
Düsseldorf

Material impression as a strategy
The spa lies in the basement of a town
house. It incorporates a sauna and a steam
bath, as well as water basin, shower,
relaxation room, fitness studio and
restroom in a floor space of 50 sqm. To
give the room a spacial sphere, despite of
all fixtures and functionally divided areas, a
orthogonal structure of transparent,
specular and reflecting elements frames the
distincitve zones: the dividing elements and
the wall panels consist of glass of different
qualities.

This designing statement indicated to select
intensive materials with a physical
presence; you may almost smell and taste
them. Shatterproof glass, which imbed real
vine leafs, portrays the atmosphere. The
dialogue of nature and culture, material
and function, enables a transformation of
themselves. Decently and indiscernibly the
spa integrates techniqual comfort: a perfect
sound system, controlled programming of
the room temperature, sauna, steam bath
and lightning from all over the house or via
mobile phone, as well as the light
atmosphere, colours and video projections
on the glass panels

Interboden Les Halles
Interboden Le Flair
Servicepoint Informationcenter
Düsseldorf

Atmospheres as a strategy
In a central development area of Düsseldorf
a project developer breaks new ground:
Conversing the area of the freight terminal,
life in urban environment is innovatively
defined as and by a lebensraum for
different age groups and their individual
claims. The Servicepoint is part of the
housing project; it provides postal and
laundry service, offers rooms for events
and has bookable rooms for guests.
Beneath the quality of the services, the
intermediation of competency,
trustworthiness and identity of time and
space are of utmost importance.

The rooms picture this in an urban and
modern appearing form language, material
and location referring artefacts; a
destinctive materiality differing from room
to room creates an extraordinary
atmosphere.
The demand for atmosphere was crucial for
the conception of the centre of information
and marketing: A loft like hall contains a
show room, which offers an idea of living in
the residential buildings, which are in
development. Apertured isles zone
distinctive spacial uses. Colours, materials
and lightning evoke a certain spacial
sentiment, which mediates between
habitation and salesroom.

Design

Design indicates conception, development,
planning, (de-)picting. To design means to
change the world as well as parts of the
world deliberately; positively illuminated, it
denotes to enhance and enrich it to create
new objects and rooms for man, or to add
new aspects and qualities to items. Design
creates culture, likewise it means to
provide services in responsibility of the
progress of society and environment. A
product refers to a creation. Architectual
Design in general occupies with conceptions
of place bound spaces and space bodies;
reproduction is rather the exeptional case.
Contrariwise Industrial Design frames
products precisely not for location and
individual, but for the market and target
groups. Interior Architecture, Architecture
and Industrial Design found on equal
demands and rules of designing.

According to the underlying strategies of
approach and process of development of
spatial design Industrial Design should
follow five claims:
1. Integrated Design
2. Possibility Design
3. Experience Design
4. Cultural Design: Sustainable Design
5. Conceptional Design

Designs: Tec Wave for Carpet Concept,
Silver for Interstuhl, Stand-by Office for
König und Neurath, Balance for Spectral,
Transparency for Armstrong DLW, Flow for
Keramag.

Silver
Office Chairs
Interstuhl

Heliodisc
Task- Area- Lighting
Zumtobel

Public Design

Public spaces, streets, places and railway
stations are interior rooms in the sensation
of the user. On one side these are
determined of their actual limits, as there
are façades, on the other of their
structures, materials, way guide systems
and furniture. Accordingly conceptions of
public spaces are tasks for architecture, if
they concern the specific place, and also
tasks for industrial design, if they affect the
spatcial elements.
By order of Deutsche Bahn arised the
platform equipment for passenger railway
stations in context of a new Corporate
Design.

Beneath a catalogue of artistically and
functionally harmonised elements for local
traffic as well as for central stations, the
basis of the idea includes an integrated
overall concept for the spatial design of
platforms.
The central place of the Wissenschaftspark
Dortmund presents a sculptural icon for the
usage of the buildings.
The conception for Manhattan street
lighting creates a horizontal structure,
which contrasts to the vertical line of the
buildings.

Communication in Space

Exhibitions may serve a didactical purpose,
the mediation of artistic contents, or - fair
concering - the inscenation of themes and
products. However they are invariably
spaces that work for communication and
should inspire for communication. These
spaces are of a specific quality, if they do
not only follow commerical demands, but
centralize culturally relevant requirements.
A communication concept and a master
plan for a thematic platform pertaining to
the hotel of the future were created for the
Deutsche Messe in Hannover; international
known architects were invited to design the
different parts and rooms of the exhibition.
Correspondingly the construction material
producer Pfleiderer demanded for
international prominent planners to secure
a future oriented appearance, also based
on a general content and space concept

Exhibitions with the topics of light and
societal changes evolved for different
events in the context of the KölnMesse, or
in the range of Oragtec "Living at work in a
day".
Athmosphere, light, material, health and
wellness are increasingly relevant,
especially for the work environment.
The inscenation “Living at work in a day” as
a temporal experience structures the
distinctive social, emotional and natural
subdivisions of a day. A day contains
different necessities and its reasons. The
topics Organisation, Nature and Life, Body
and Soul, Transformation and
Communication centralize them. They
intersect, parallel, in any case they require
each other. The effect of the processed
interactions is “Living at work in a day” as
an autarchic sensual experience.

Exhibitions

Nature morte, Köln 2002

Shining Islands, Köln 2002
Arts: Regine Schumann

The theme as strategy: still-life. The duality
of nature and culture lies in all objects and
spaces created by man. Nature becomes
perceptible during the transformation, the
taming of the (apparently random)
strenghts of nature through the (apparently
structured) strenghts of the cultivating
action-micro-chaos and microcosm. The
objects, their meaning and their order
define the room: table, chair, light. Nothing
is conceivalbe without context - in
boundless white, every object conforms to
perfect order. Objects, in nature, from
which the things are formed, loose
themselves: what is space, what is object,
what is simple, what is complex and final,
what is nature, what is culture?

The design process as strategy: The
reversal of the normal sequence of events
in art and architecture, in order to break
down established structures to reach new
insights. On the basis of a "spacial-art
concept" from the artist, the architect and
artist developed the usability of space
together: art becomes usable and can be
walked upon. Consequently the disciplines
become one, and new open spaces
originate. Shining islands is an example of
this strategy: the temporary
metamorphosis of the foyer of an officebuilding into a coloured light sculpture; the
artistic design of the fluorescent islands
upon the carpet is the basis for an unusual
spatial experience as well as the
development and discovery of new uses.

Light Sculptures, Düsseldorf 2004
Partial impressions of human bodies loom
like fossiles out of the wall, which oscillate
between positive and negative and glow
from the inside.

NETHERBLU
Vision

Space

Object

Good houses give us space, provide breath
and inspire us sustainably.
We may sense ourselves in them and
suspire, dream and be at home – in our
childhood and aged, alone or with familiy
and with guests, at work or in relaxation.

It has to be asured that design is
constantly relevant, affects man himself,
intervenes processes, changes the world. If
we face these chances and obligations and
orientate towards procedures and
necessities of the world and thus develop
strategies, spaces and products with
identity and history, design is capable to
influence future positively.

Hence it is about quality and time,
broadness and clearity, tranquility and
movement, identity and position, eventually
wholeness.
The tools of design are space and body,
material and light.
Thus we frame and open space for life and
living.
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Awards
If communication design award for Zukunft Beton
Neocon Gold Award, Chicago for Silver
If design award for Silver
Designpreis der Bundesrepublik Deutschland for Tec Wave
Innovationspreis Architektur und Office for Heliodisc
Hamburger Designpreis for Silver
Red Dot: Best of the Best for Tec Wave
If Design Award for Tec Wave
Red Dot Award for Silver
Contractworld Award for TecWave
If Design Award for Balance
Innovationspreis Architektur und Office for Silver
Material Excellence Award, New York, for Transparency
Innovationspreis Architektur und Office for Stand-by Office
Innovationspreis Architektur und Boden for Transparency
Contractworld Award for Stand-by Office
FX Interior Designer Award for Stand- by Office
Designpreis Baden-Württemberg for Stand-by Office
Red Dot Design Award for Space Planner

Publications
Links
Netherblu in: Architektenprofile
Netherblu in: Designerprofile
PerceptionLab
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